INSTITUTE OF LIFE SCIENCES

The Institute of Life Sciences (ILS) is a premier research organization operating within the campus of University of Hyderabad. Formed through the partnership of private industry (Dr Reddy’s, Hyderabad), State Government of Andhra Pradesh and the University of Hyderabad, ILS has established a state-of-the-art research center to pursue research in frontier areas of Chemical and Biological Sciences to understand the molecular mechanisms behind chosen diseases and translate this understanding into approaches for discovering novel therapies. More details about ILS are available at www.ilsresearch.org

POST DOCTORAL FELLOWS & RESEARCH TRAINEES
(Ph.D./M.Sc. – Chemistry/Life Sciences)

ILS has several openings for young, bright Ph.Ds. and M.Sc.s as Post Doctoral Research Fellows and Research Trainees respectively, in Organic Chemistry/Medicinal Chemistry and various disciplines of Life Sciences. We are seeking highly motivated candidates from premier academic/research institutions willing to move into interdisciplinary research environment at ILS to work on challenging research projects in the areas of Cancer, Infectious Diseases, Metabolic Disorders and Cardiovascular Diseases.

ILS provides a vibrant, interactive research and intellectually stimulating environment. For each of these positions, the Fellowship/Stipend offered will be significantly higher than National Laboratories in the country. These Fellowships and Traineeships provide opportunities to develop research project skills and collaborative links with outstanding researchers with the institute and elsewhere, particularly in Biotech/Pharma industries. These positions are offered on a 2-year fixed term basis, extendable for a further 1-year term.

M.Sc.s recruited as Research Trainees will have the opportunity at the end of the completion of the two years term, to register for Ph.D.

For prompt consideration, interested candidates may send applications with a cover letter and curriculum vitae, including the names/phone numbers of two people who could provide letters of reference, to – Ms K. M. Deepa e-mail at pdf@ilsresearch.org for Post Doctoral Fellow and M.Sc. candidates at rt@ilsresearch.org